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NEIGHBORHOOD COUNCIL ELECTION CHALLENGE FORM
I hereby submit my challenge for the

Wilshire Center-Koreatown

Neighborhood Council Election held on

04/03/2014

I affirm that I am a stakeholder in this
Neighborhood Council and that I have
personal knowledge of the following
challenge.

check here

Name

Edward Colacion

Business Name (if applicable):

Young Oak Kim Academy

Address

615 S Shatto Place
Los Angeles, CA 90005
United States

Phone

323-632-3299

Email

wckncecolacion@gmail.com

REASON FOR CHALLENGE:

Concerns regarding Ballots
Campaign Material Issues
Electioneering by candidates
Eligibility of Voter
ADA/Curbside voting compliance
Observer/Media Issues
Inappropriate endorsements of candidate

Please state the facts for your challenge.
(max 500 words)

Korean and Spanish Translation was not available Insufficient
DONE staff and preparedness to properly monitor irregularities
Distribution of Ballots by Self Affirmation vs Documentation were
irregularity implemented WCKNC Stakeholders, mostly
undocumented residents, parents of school where vote was held
were turned away, intimidated by asking for photo ID vs self
affirmation Ballots distributers did not accept business cards for
verification, demanding picture ID Intimidation and Voter
suppression tonal observed Blatend electioneering was routine
during first 2.5 hours, mostly in Korean and not monitored while
there were over 100 voters with few DONE employees This was a
poorly run and multiple irregularities WCKNC council members
were not allowed to vote WCKNC was a thriving board that was
hijacked by community members bused in a nd told who to vote
with-WHITE slate card was promoted openly during voting time
without address

Election needs to be Redone due to the alarming explicit
irregularities that were not addressed by DONE during the 4 hours.
An apology to the community about what occurred needs to occur
to rebid the WCKNC reputation diminished due to poorly operated
Please state your desired remedy. (max 100 election. Verification of all who voted and turned away should be
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addressed, more than 50 parents from school turned away,
intimidated and this was their first US election experience and it
was poorly executed. This needs to be shared openly with Mitch O
Farrell, Herb Wesson and they need to report back about their
investigation

Attach all supporting documentation:
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